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We present a way to search for light scalar dark matter (DM), seeking to exploit putative coupling
between dark matter scalar fields and fundamental constants, by searching for frequency modulations in
direct comparisons between frequency stable oscillators. Specifically we compare a cryogenic sapphire
oscillator (CSO), hydrogen maser (HM) atomic oscillator, and a bulk acoustic wave quartz oscillator
(OCXO). This work includes the first calculation of the dependence of acoustic oscillators on variations of
the fundamental constants, and demonstration that they can be a sensitive tool for scalar DM experiments.
Results are presented based on 16 days of data in comparisons between the HM and OCXO, and 2 days of
comparison between the OCXO and CSO. No evidence of oscillating fundamental constants consistent
with a coupling to scalar dark matter is found, and instead limits on the strength of these couplings as a
function of the dark matter mass are determined. We constrain the dimensionless coupling constant de and
combination jdme

− dgj across the mass band 4.4 × 10−19 ≲mφ ≲ 6.8 × 10−14 eV c−2, with most sensitive
limits de ≳ 1.59 × 10−1, jdme

− dgj≳ 6.97 × 10−1. Notably, these limits do not rely on maximum reach
analysis (MRA), instead employing the more general coefficient separation technique. This experiment
paves the way for future, highly sensitive experiments based on state-of-the-art acoustic oscillators, and we
show that these limits can be competitive with the best current MRA-based exclusion limits.
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The nature and composition of dark matter (DM) is
currently one of the most pressing questions in physics. The
DM particle composition and interaction properties remain
unknown, despite decades of astronomical and cosmologi-
cal observations, indicating that it is the dominant matter
component of the Universe. Many different DM candidate
particles and corresponding detection experiments have
been proposed, for example [1–12], but as of yet, no
confirmed detections have occurred. In this work, we
investigate DM models that add ultralight scalar fields to
the standard model (SM). These kinds of models consider
nontrivial couplings of putative DM particles, such as the
string theory dilaton, and moduli fields to the ordinary SM
fields [13–17]. The introduced scalar DM particle mass is
predicted to cause oscillation in some of the fundamental
constants of nature, at a frequency equivalent to the DM
particle mass, with measurable effects, and potentially
inducing violations of Einstein’s equivalence principle
(EEP) [17–20]. Consequently, searching for variations in
the fundamental constants, or violations of the EEP can be

viewed as searches for scalar dark matter candidates. Such
experiments are already well developed [21–32] and are
motivated from various areas of physics, beyond the search
for DM.
If such DM-SM couplings exist, oscillations in funda-

mental constants will frequency modulate various types of
clocks and oscillators, measurable via clock comparison
experiments if the oscillators or clocks exhibit different
dependences on the fundamental constants. Clock compar-
isons present a powerful tool for searching for such
variations, owing to the high stability of modern frequency
standards [28,33–35].
Confounding these experiments is the fact that the DM

particle mass, as well as the strength of its coupling to the
SM, is unknown, and only weakly constrained [36]. As a
result there is a large parameter space to search, and
experiments are required that search for a range of DM
particles masses, corresponding to frequency standards
which are stable over different timescales.
In this work we search for variations in the fundamental

constants caused by a massive scalar field constituting the
local DM halo. We present limits on the possible variation
of linear combinations of fundamental constants, thus
placing experimental constraints on the coupling of a
DM scalar field to the SM. In particular, we contribute
new constraints to the relatively unexplored higher mass
area of the putative scalar field’s parameter space;
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4.4 × 10−19 ≲mφ ≲ 6.8 × 10−14 eV c−2. We achieve this
by monitoring frequency fluctuations of a quartz crystal
bulk acoustic wave oscillator (OCXO), compared against
both cryogenic sapphire oscillator (CSO) and hydrogen
maser reference clocks (HM), each of which exhibits a
different dependence on the fundamental constants.
We consider the model of Darmour and Donoghue [37]

as implemented in Ref. [38], where φ is a dimensionless,
massive scalar field with a quadratic self-interaction poten-
tial VðφÞ ¼ 2ðc2=ℏ2Þm2

φφ
2 in which the normalization has

been chosen so that mφ has dimensions of mass. This
model considers φ modifications to terms in the effective
action that describes the physics of ground state nuclei. At
appropriately low energy scales of ∼1 GeV this effective
action will only contain the electron e, the up quark u and
the down quark d as real particles with interactions
mediated by electromagnetic ðAμÞ and gluonic ðAA

μ Þ fields.
Weak interactions and heavy quarks are integrated out at
this scale, while it is argued in Ref. [37] that EEP violation
effects linked to the strange quark are relatively small, thus
it is ignored here. Each of the five terms described by this
effective action can then couple to φ. For this work, as is
common, we consider linear couplings for these terms, thus
giving a Lagrangian density for scalar field-SM interactions
Lint as per Eq. (12) of Ref. [37]. Linear couplings are often
considered to be the most “simple” and therefore most
“compelling” couplings to the SM, taking the form

Lint ¼ φ

�
de
4μ0

ðFμνÞ2 −
dgβg
2g3

ðFA
μνÞ2

− c2
X

i¼e;u;d

ðdmi
þ γmi

dgÞmiψ̄ iψ i

�
; ð1Þ

where Fμν is the electromagnetic Faraday tensor, μ0 the
magnetic permeability, FA

μν is the gluon strength tensor, g3
the QCD gauge coupling, βg is the β function for the
running of g3, mi is the mass of the fermions, γmi

is then
the anomalous dimension giving the energy running of the
masses of the QCD coupled fermions, and ψ i denotes the
fermion spinors. The constants of interest dj for j ¼ mu,
md, me, g, e are dimensionless coupling constants that
parametrize the scalar field coupling to the SM matter
fields, defining the strength of the interaction in a corre-
sponding SM sector, and equivalently, the magnitude of
any φ dependent oscillations in the corresponding funda-
mental constants.
The introduction of these coupling constants into the

interaction Lagrangian density will modify each term such
that corresponding fundamental constants will display
dependencies on φ of the following forms:

αðφÞ ¼ αð1þ deφÞ; ð2Þ

miðφÞ ¼ mið1þ dmi
φÞ; for i ¼ e; u; d; ð3Þ

ΛQCDðφÞ ¼ ΛQCDð1þ dgφÞ: ð4Þ

Here α is the fine structure constant, mi denotes fermion
mass [electron (e), up (u) or down (d) quarks], and ΛQCD
represents the QCD mass scale. We also note that the mean
quark mass m̂ ¼ ðmu þmdÞ=2 displays a similar depend-
ency on φ:

m̂ðφÞ¼ m̂ð1þdm̂φÞ; with dm̂¼mudmu
þmddmd

muþmd
: ð5Þ

The periodic evolution of the scalar field is given by the
description in Ref. [38] which borrows from the cosmo-
logical string-theory dilaton model of Ref. [17];

φ¼4πGσℏ2

m2
φc6

þφ0cosðωφtþϕÞ; with ωφ¼
mφc2

ℏ
: ð6Þ

Here, σ ¼ δLint=δφ is a source term which is due to the
nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and matter.
For short time periods (t ≪ 1=H) this term can be con-
sidered a constant. Following the description presented in
Ref. [38], we identify the scalar field as DM with energy
density,

ρDM ¼ c6

4πGℏ2

m2
φφ

2
0

2
: ð7Þ

We see that for typical values for the local DM density of
ρDM ¼ 0.45 GeV=cm3 [39] the amplitude of scalar field
oscillations would range from 1.84 × 10−13 < φ0 < 1.84 ×
10−17 for 1 mHz < ωφ=2π < 10 Hz. It is thus possible to
experimentally probe the coupling of a DM scalar field to
matter, by searching for φ dependent variations in dimen-
sionless ratios of fundamental constants. This can and has
been achieved by making comparison measurements
between differing frequency standards whose frequency
ratio is dependent on some combination of the dimension-
less factors: mu=ΛQCD, md=ΛQCD, me=ΛQCD, and α. An
experiment of this nature is thus able to probe scalar field
couplings linear in de and dmi

− dg, by considering Eqs. (2)
to (7), and the local dark matter parameters.
It is often difficult to extract an exclusion limit on

individual coupling parameters, owing to these combina-
tions. There are two common methods for extracting
information on individual parameters. One is known as
“maximum reach analysis” (MRA) in which a series of
models are considered where it is assumed that the field in
question only couples to one SM sector in each model, thus
excluding one non-zero coupling parameter at a time. The
other method is to take multiple sets of data with differing
dependencies on the constants, so that linear combinations
of different parameters can be separated. This is known
as “coefficient separation” and is the technique that
we employ in this work. By introducing a mechanical
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resonator, which depends in a different way on the
fundamental constants to various photonic and atomic
oscillators, we are able to separate coefficients which have
not been separated before.
In one of our experiments we analyzed fluctuations of

the phase difference δϕ21 between a 10 MHz NEL
Frequency Controls Inc. ultralow phase noise OCXO
and a 10 MHz signal synthesized from a microwave
CSO [40]. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of that
experiment. Here, the reference 10 MHz signal was
synthesized by shifting the CSO frequency by approxi-
mately 39 MHz to make it sufficiently (within tens of Hz)
close to 11200 MHz before dividing it 112 times. The
auxiliary 39 MHz signal was supplied by a direct digital
synthesizer (DDS) phase locked to a 10 MHz CH1-75A
active HM. In another similar experiment, the 10 MHz
reference signal was supplied straight from the same HM.
A phase-locked loop (PLL) was employed to keep mean

frequency of the OCXO equal to that of the 10 MHz
reference. This was necessary to permit long-term mea-
surements of the phase difference fluctuations δϕ21.
The spectral density of the δϕ21 was inferred from the

spectrum of PLL correction voltage δucorr (Fig. 1) via the
following relationship

SuðF Þ ¼
���� γ

1þ γ

����
2
�

F
df=du

�
2

(SδϕðF Þ þ Sn=fϕ ðF Þ); ð8Þ

where F denotes the Fourier frequency, γ is the loop gain,
df=du is the frequency-voltage tuning coefficient of the
quartz oscillator, Sδϕ is the spectral density of phase
difference fluctuations, and Sn=fϕ is the spectral density of
the PLL phase noise floor.
All parameters of the PLL in Eq. (8) can be determined

experimentally, thus monitoring the PLL voltage signal δu
allows us to measure phase noise variations φ21 that are

synchronous with variations in the beat frequency δf21 ¼
δf2 − δf1 of two different frequency standards.
We now consider how a variation in the fundamental

constants will affect the beat frequency between each
combination of these frequency standards. To do this we
write the dependence of each standard’s mode frequencies
as a combination of the dimensionless constants α,
mq=ΛQCD and me=mp ∝ me=ΛQCD [22]. Here we are
assuming the constants stated above are functions of φ
as per Eqs. (2)–(4), while any other factors contained in the
mode frequency dependence are true constants [41].
The derivation of the dependence of the quartz oscillator

mode on the fundamental constants is discussed in the
Supplemental Material [44] and is found to be given by

fQ ∝ meα
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
me

mp

r
∝ meα

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
me

ΛQCD

r
: ð9Þ

The dependencies of both the CSO and Maser frequencies
are given by the relationships in Appendix A of Ref. [41],
as the dependence of the CSO crystal’s permittivity on α
can be ignored at the frequencies of interest [42]. We do not
consider here the sensitivity to quark mass through the spin
g factor of the HM transition induced by small QCD
corrections [43], as its coefficient is more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the other coefficients, and inclusion
would cause the other coefficients to lose independence. In
future work, to perform the technique of coefficient
separation whilst taking into account these corrections,
we would require an additional atomic oscillator with a
different sensitivity to the quark mass.

fCSO ∝ meα; ð10Þ

fHM ∝ meα
4

�
me

mp

�
∝ meα

4

�
me

ΛQCD

�
: ð11Þ

By normalizing variations in beat frequency with respect to
the shared carrier frequency f0 ¼ 10 MHz, we have, for the
quartz against the CSO:

δfCSO − δfQ
f0

¼ −
δα

α
−
1

2

�
δme

me
−
δΛQCD

ΛQCD

�

¼ −
�
de þ

1

2
ðdme

− dgÞ
�
φ0; ð12aÞ

δfHM − δfQ
f0

¼ 2
δα

α
þ 1

2

�
δme

me
−
δΛQCD

ΛQCD

�

¼
�
2de þ

1

2
ðdme

− dgÞ
�
φ0; ð12bÞ

where we have used Eqs. (2)–(4), and φ0 has been given
by Eq. (7).

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the initial experimental setup of
the OCXO-CSO experiment. An amplifier and attenuator (α) are
used to prevent injection locking of the quartz oscillator. Injection
locking results in spurious bright lines in the spectrum of PLL
correction voltage.
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We obtained two initial datasets as per the procedure
outlined above. For the CSO-OCXO comparison, data
collection took place over just 2 days, while the HM-
OCXO data was taken continuously over 16 days. For both
datasets, PLL correction voltage time series were collected
with a sampling rate of 2.2 Hz. The spectral density of
fractional frequency noise; Sy, in units of 1=Hz, was
determined by taking the Fourier transform (FT) of the beat
frequency fluctuations δf21 and normalizing by the carrier
frequency. The range of analyzable Fourier frequencies is
then determined by the sampling rate of the measurement
apparatus and the total integration time. In addition to these
two initial datasets, further measurements were made at
later times over shorter periods in order to provide further
complementary results. The CSO-OCXO and HM-OCXO
experiments were sampled again, at a higher rate (33 Hz) for
12 h in order to exclude large noise sources in the initial data,
as well as generating fractional frequency noise data at
higher frequencies. This data will be subject to the same DM
search analysis in the proceeding section, giving less
stringent but complementary results. Finally, a further
OCXO-OCXO control experiment which displays zero
DM sensitivity was run for 12 h, in order to characterize
spurious systematic noise sources in the main data.
The goal of this analysis is to determine a limit

corresponding to the weakest possible scalar field-standard
model coupling strength that can be confidently excluded
in the case of no detection. The general procedure is as
follows. The power spectral density of fractional frequency
noise, Sy, is searched for large deviations from the mean
value at a range of Fourier frequencies, which would
correspond to signals consistent with dark matter. A
threshold “cut” value is chosen, and above this cut value
any deviations from the mean are considered dark matter
candidates. If all such signals can be excluded as either
spurious or systematic noise, they are excluded as dark
matter candidates, no detection is reported, and we move to
derive exclusion limits. A signal size is determined via
simulation, which corresponds to the minimum size of a
dark matter signal, and thus DM-SM coupling, which we
would expect to pass the chosen threshold cut value with
95% confidence. Given we have excluded all signals above
the cut, this simulation-determined signal strength corre-
sponds to our 95% confidence exclusion limit, as we would
have expected a signal of this size to remain in the data,
survive the cut, and not be excluded, if it were present.
Through the utilized exclusion methods discussed in

the Supplemental Material [44], we can exclude all peaks
in our data as due to spurious or systematic noise.
Furthermore, we are confident that should a signal con-
taining DM characteristics arise; it would fail to be
excluded by this analysis, and a strong claim of DM
detection could be made.
An example of the 95% confidence exclusion limits

in terms of frequency fluctuation signal strength for the

CSO-OCXO experiment are as shown in Fig. 2; similar
limits were also computed for the HM-OCXO experiment.
The excluded amplitude of frequency variation is given
by the square root of these limits (when converted back
from fractional to absolute frequency), which can then be
substituted into Eqs. (12) to give experimental exclusion
limits on two different linear combinations of de, dme

, and
dg (a different set of coupling parameters for each type of
oscillator comparison). We then utilize coefficient separa-
tion to provide further limits, effectively solving linear
equations for jdej and jdme

− dgj. Figure 3 presents these
final exclusion limits derived from both the initial sets of
data, and the later higher frequency data, displayed as one
combined limit.
We note that previous literature limits in this region

[25,52] have been approximated by applying MRA to
experimental data from EEP and WEP tests. MRA is
performed by effectively assuming experimental sensitivity
to only one coupling parameter, setting all other parameters
to zero. While this method has produced the most com-
petitive limits to date; we note that it is an idealistic
estimate, and underpinned by the inherent assumption that
any cancellation between multiple parameters is unlikely
[53,54]. In deriving our exclusion limits we have consi-
dered no case where the coupling to specific SM sectors is
temporarily ignored, making them more general. Although
such results are obviously inherently less sensitive, they are
of slightly different and complimentary significance to
those produced by MRA.

FIG. 2. Power spectral density (PSD) of frequency noise for
both initial and later runs of the CSO-OCXO experiment are
shown by the blue and orange traces, respectively. Also shown in
red is the excluded power to 95% confidence, given by MC
simulations. Similar confidence limits were also obtained for the
HM-OCXO frequency noise data.
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Recent developments in CSO and OCXO oscillator
technologies are giving rise to a new wave of low phase
and frequency noise oscillators, far superior to the devices
used in this experiment. We have included projected limits
in Fig. 3, as well as frequency stability performance in
Fig. 1, for a similar hypothetical experiment that searches
for variations in CSO-HM and CSO-OCXO frequency
differences, using current best-case noise characteristics for
such devices from Refs. [28,45,46]. A 5 year experimental
run time in this scenario will achieve general sensitivity
limits via coefficient separation that are comparable with
those produced by the approximations of MRA; however,
we note that as sensitivity scales with T1=4 the contribution
to the improvement of these limits due to longer run
times is inferior to that associated with the use of oscillators
with better frequency stability. The process for deter-
mining these exclusion limits, along with the assumptions
made about oscillator performance, are outlined in the
Supplemental Material [44]. Further improvements to
sensitivity could be made by operating the quartz oscillator
in a cryogenic environment, where these oscillators see a
boost in quality factor of several orders of magnitude

[28,55,56]. However, due to several practical challenges
[57,58], such a system is yet to be experimentally realized.
In conclusion, we present exclusion limits on scalar dark

matter coupling to the standard model over several orders
of magnitude in dark matter particle mass, based on
frequency comparisons of stable oscillators. We exclude
parameter space for the coupling constant de and combi-
nation dme

− dg. These results represent an improvable,
purpose-built experimental contribution to a largely
unexplored region of scalar field DM parameter space.
The results we have presented are via the coefficient
separation method. Although these results are several
orders of magnitude less sensitive than those produced
by MRA, the fact that these, and any future such limits
are not reliant on the assumptions of MRA is a signifi-
cant strength of this technique. The limits presented
here compliment those produced by MRA, as well as
other experimental searches in neighbouring regions.
Additionally, these results represent the first experimental
means to exclude the coupling constant combination
dme

− dg in isolation, as atomic transition searches display
no sensitivity to this combination. Furthermore, we present
projected exclusion limits for future iterations of this
experimental technique, and show that it has the potential
to be competitive with the best MRA limits, without
making the same assumptions. We also demonstrate for
the first time the power of quartz oscillators as a tool for
scalar dark matter detection, and present the derivation of
the dependence of the frequencies of such resonators to the
fundamental constants.
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